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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 This chapter discusses background of the study, statement of problem, 

purpose of the study, significance of the study, scope and limitation, and 

definition of key terms.  

 

1.1 Background of Study 

 Language means the basis of learning and teaching language which 

enables the teacher to reflect the language itself constantly (Scarino and Liddicoat, 

2009:15). It means that language is the foundation to teach the learner. 

Furthermore, language is considered as the bridge to share the ideas because 

without language there is no communication in the world. There is an 

international language that used by people around the world to communicate with 

others called English. “English has „traveled‟ to many parts of the world and has 

been used to serve various purposes. This phenomenon has created positive 

interactions as well as tensions between global and local forces and has had 

serious linguistic, ideological, sociocultural, political and pedagogical 

implications” (Sharifian, 2009). It means that English becomes the most important 

language because it connects across many cultures in the world.  

 Four skills have been described as terms in language teaching. According 

to Harmer (2007:265), receptive skills are the way people adopt the meaning of 

what they hear or see from the discourse. They are listening and reading. He 

added that productive skill is when the students speak or write to produce 
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language. It can be said that productive skills include speaking and writing. Based 

on Alam and Uddin (2013) the most focusing skills which usually practiced by 

teacher are writing and reading skills. It means that many teachers neglect to 

speaking and listening skills. “The explicit teaching of speaking and listening has 

been neglected” (Hodson in Alam , 2013). Speaking is regarded as the productive 

skills which require the students speak or produce the words. Based on Florez 

(1999), speaking provides the learner about the concept how to produce language. 

It also requires the learner to know how to produce components of language such 

as vocabulary, pronunciation, and grammar (linguistic competence). In other 

words, speaking is a skill that requires the learner to produce components of 

language.  

 Pronunciation is one of components that should be mastered in speaking 

which involve the segmental aspect (the particular sounds of language) through 

the stage of individual sound and suprasegmental aspects such as stress, timing, 

phrasing and rhythm. Based on Yates (2002), pronunciation is the way someone 

produces sounds that used for making a meaning. The way people produce sounds 

often different from others, therefore, some people often make error. 

 Everyone tends to make an error in language learning use (Yang, 2010). 

Riyani (2013) also stated that Indonesian student often make a pronunciation errors 

because they are also FL learner. One of factors that indicates student make an error 

is language background. Based on Dulay et al (1982), first language (L1) influenced 

the students make an error. Indonesian students have their own first language. So, it is 

quite difficult to learn another language especially English which requires correct 
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pronunciation. For example the way students pronounce “snack” (/snæk/ ) and 

“snake” (/sneɪk/ )  must be different, but there are some students who cannot 

pronounce correctly. It should be different sounds in vowels and diphthong. 

 Based on the previous study is done by Wahyuni (2004) found that there were 

three types of error made by the students in pronouncing, namely in pronouncing 

vowels were 595 (42.5%), in consonant 583 (41,65%)and in diphthong were 222 

(15,85%), therefore, the most dominant errors were the pronouncing the vowel. She 

used descriptive qualitative in her thesis because it concerned to find out the 

information about pronunciation problem in the classroom.  

 Isyuniandri (2014) found that there were three types of errors made by the 

students errors in pronouncing namely in pronouncing vowels 1.381(49,11%), in 

consonants were 526(18,7%), and in diphthong were 905(32,18%). The most 

dominant errors were the pronouncing of vowels. Isyuniandri also used 

descriptive qualitative design as his research because it concerned to the situation 

or condition that happened in the field of research.  

 Another previous study is done by Hidayah (2013) found the possible caused 

of pronunciation errors: that the difference between mother tongue and target 

language, mother language interference, a lack of cognitive skill, a lack of 

pronunciation instructions, the students have never been taught the phonological 

system of English. In addition, some factors also became the causes of student‟s 

pronunciation errors, such as, the students are not used to listening to the English 

words, the students have no good environment to practice their English and they had 

less media to practice their pronunciation, the students are not interested in English.  
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 Based on the curriculum 2013, students in eight grade of SMP N 18 

Malang learn about some expression in speaking such as: expressing ability and 

willingness, giving instruction, giving invitation, prohibition and asking 

permission. Yet when the students are given the opportunity to come forward and 

speak about the topic, they cannot pronounce some words correctly. They have 

not known yet about how to pronounce the words correctly based on the native 

speaker. For instance when they want to pronounce steak (/steɪk/), but they have 

an error to pronounce stick (/stɪk/ ). It will be confusing for some students who 

have less knowledge about pronunciation. In this research, the researcher just 

takes the topic about expressing of ability. Furthermore, the average of student‟s 

score is under 70 whereas the standard of KKM is 75. The previous studies were 

talking about the pronunciation error. The difference between this research and 

the previous research is the previous research used pronunciationtest while the 

current researchused speaking in analyzing the student‟s error. Moreover, the 

previous research used International students as the subject who is categorized as 

superior learners. They were selected as the subject because they were included in 

Cambridge class that had better English than other class. Otherwise, the current 

research used ordinary students as the subject because the occurrence of errors is 

estimated greater than the previous research.  

 Based on arguments above, the researcher focuses on the pronunciation 

errors in speaking. It is often spoken by the students at VIII grades student 

students at SMP N 18 Malang. Therefore, the researcher is interested in 

investigating An Analysis of Students’ Pronunciation Errors in Speaking of 
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Eight Grade Students at SMP N 18 Malang. By investigating this topic, the 

researcher wants to improve the pronunciation in speaking skill for students and 

improve the teacher‟s skill in teaching English.  

 

1.2 Statement of The Problems 

 Based on the background of the study, the research problems are 

formulated as follows: 

1. What are pronunciation errors found in speaking on eight grade students in 

the academic year 2015/2016 from SMP N 18 Malang? 

2. What are the factors influencing pronunciation errors found in speaking of eight 

grade students in the academic year 2015/2016 from SMP N 18 Malang? 

 

1.3 Purposes of the study 

 Based on the statement problem, the researcher has the purposes as 

follows:  

1. To find out the kinds of pronunciation error that found in speaking ofeight 

grade students in the academic year 2015/2016 from SMP N 18 Malang.  

2. To find out factors that influence student‟s error in speaking of eight grade 

students in the academic year 2015/2016 from SMP N 18 Malang.  

 

1.4 Significance of the Study 

 The result of this study expected to give contribution in two ways. They 

are theoretical and practical ways.  
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1. Theoretically, this research is expected to be useful for the English teacher 

because this research can give the broader knowledge especially on 

pronunciation field in teaching English. Besides, the teacher is able to add 

some materials about pronunciation to the students. Furthermore, this 

study is expected to give the students information about how to pronounce 

English word correctly.  

2. Practically, this research is expected to be useful for the next researchers 

as guidance and reference to conduct the research dealing with the topic.  

1.5 Scope and Limitations 

 This study focuses on the pronunciation errors that found in eight grades 

students at SMP N 18 Malang and the factors that influence the students‟ 

pronunciation errors at SMP N 18 Malang. The participants who support this 

study are from D class of eight grade students  in the academic year 2015/2016 

from SMP N 18 Malang.  

 

1.4 Definition of the Key Terms 

1. Pronunciation 

Pronunciation is the way someone produces sounds that used for making a 

meaning which involve the segmental aspect ( the particular sounds of 

language) through the stage of individual sound and suprasegmental aspects 

such as stress, timing, phrasing and rhtym.  (Yates, 2002) 
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2. Error 

"A linguistic form or combination of formswhich in the same context and 

under similar conditions of production would, in alllikelihood, not be 

produced by the speakers' native speakers counterparts" (Lenon in Maicusi, 

1991). 

3. Speaking 

Speaking is activity which includes the paralinguistic features such as 

body language, voice quality, pauses, tempo, pitch variation, facial 

expression and eye contact. It influences the conversational current 

(Thornbury in Nazara, 2005, p. 9).  

4. SMP N 18 Malang 

An academic institution that has the general purposes as follows: Prepare 

to be academic institution that is able to form the young generation to be 

faithful person and keep the good behavior, mastering some skills and 

technology.  

 


